	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

Home Learning
A child’s learning starts as soon as they are born and continues
throughout childhood. As parents we have a responsibility to
nurture and develop our children giving them the best possible
guidance, support and education possible.

This is why we actively encourage Educational
settings to participate in our parent & child
sessions so we not only educate the children
but also offer an insight into Phonics &
Physical Activity so this can be continued into
the home environment.

The importance of Phonics	
  	
  
Here is a brief insight into Phonics and Physical activity and the reasons as to why it is so important to
aid your child’s personal development. The following pages will help to:
•
•
•
•
•

To
To
To
To
To

give you an understanding of what phonics is
understand the importance of phonics
learn ways in which you can support children in their learning
understand how stories help children to grow up and develop
learn ways in which you can support children to increase and enrich their vocabulary

The importance Physical
Activity
•
•
•
•

To understand a child’s physical development
To learn the importance of an active lifestyle
Ways to support your child’s development
Athletic pathways to create lasting impressions

Why Phonics?
In 2005 Jim Rose conducted a review of how children were learning to read and why, by the age of 11, so many
children were so far behind with their reading. The review showed that the use of sight recognition for learning words
was not allowing children to understand what they were actually reading as they were constantly having to use their
memory to remember what the word looked like and what it said. The use of phonics had gone ‘out of fashion’ in the
1960’s and had been replaced with this sight recognition way of learning to read. Rose was astounded by his findings
and he found that this way of learning to read was failing 1 in 5 children (in a class of 30 children this is 6 children who
were failing) and was not allowing them to reach the necessary standard in English overall and as a result this meant
that their teenage learning was hampered.

Rose conducted many testing groups which had children learning to read in
different ways. The evidence from this showed that the children who had
adopted his preferred way of a synthetic phonics programme were
outperforming the other children. From this Rose shared his findings with
the Government and this synthetic phonics approach to allowing children to
be able to read was adopted and began being implemented in schools
across England.

	
  

What is Synthetic Phonics
Synthetic phonics is said to provide the necessary skills which enable the majority of children to read and
write above their chronological age. Synthetic phonics adapts wholeheartedly the ‘simple view’ of reading i.e.
decode words and then comprehend the word. The main aim is to teach children the importance of sounds
around them, to then teach letter sounds and then begin to blend and segment sounds to aid children to read
and spell. Rose states that ‘unless children can actually decode words on a page they will not be able to
comprehend what they mean’.
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Key features of Synthetic Phonics
•
•
•
•

Learning phoneme (sound)/grapheme (what the letter looks like)
correspondence.
Learning to use the skills of blending (to draw individual sounds
together) through a word in order to read it.
Learning to use the skill of segmenting (splitting a whole word up
into its individual sounds) a word in order to spell it.
Knowing that blending and segmenting are reversible processes.

Actiphons- Phase 1
Phonemic Awareness

By listening to and playing around with the sounds in a young child’s language helps to build an important foundation for
learning to read. If a child has phonemic awareness, he or she understands that words are made up of sounds (phonemes) and
that those sounds can be group together, moved and changed.

It is important that a child becomes familiar with lots of different sounds around
them and how different sounds can be created.
Phase one of the Actiphons programme allows the children to work through the 7
different aspects (highlighted in the next few slides) and become familiar with
different sounds around them. This is done through playing lots of fun sound games
which are all based around the Actiphon characters.

General sound distcrimination

Aspects 1, 2 and 3 teach the children all about Environmental
sounds, Instrumental sounds as well as Body percussion.
Example activity within our Actiphons Programme
Tell the children that we are going to play a game using our
instruments. Annie loves animals and she likes playing her
instruments to match how the animals move e.g. elephant, Annie
bangs her drum to show how an elephants stomps. Talk about how
some animals move to give the children some ideas for the game.
Pick 2 children to stand in the middle and when the teacher says
Annie’s animal they have to choose an instrument which they think
will make a noise best describing how that animal moves. Annie’s
animals are a snake, Lion, Mouse, horse and any others you wish to
add.
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Rhythm and rhyme

Aspect 4 teaches the children all about rhythm and rhyme.

Example activity within our Actiphons Programme
Tell the children that Gordon likes making potions and he likes to put things in which rhyme with his golfing
words. Sing this part of the song altogether to the tune, ‘Pop goes the weasel’ Gordon’s making potions, He’s
making them all rhyme, He mixes, stirs and casts a spell, To make it sound so fine. Teacher says he puts in a
ball then the children say what else can go in which rhymes with ball. Repeat with the word bat, tee, flag.

Alliteration

Aspect 5 teaches the children all about alliteration.
Example activity within our Actiphons Programme
Explain to the children that Erin loves making up tongue twisters about peoples names. She loves to hear who can
say them the fastest and the best. Tell the children Erin’s tongue twister about herself. Can they practise it? Who
can say it the fastest but the clearest too!!! Energetic Erin’s enormous, elephant. Can the children make some tongue
twisters up about children’s names in the class? What do they notice about all the words in the tongue twisters?

Voice sounds

Voice Sounds is what the children learn all about with Aspect 6.
Example activity within our Actiphons Programme
Explain to the children that Harry loves to make noises with his voice when he is
playing hockey. When he does different moves he makes different sounds. Tell the
children that we are all going to learn Harry’s sounds so that when we play
hockey we can make them too. When he hits the ball- boing, boing
When he is about to take a penalty- ssshhhhh, ssshhhhh
When he scores a goal- wheeeeeeeeeeeeee
When he misses a goal- oh (sounding disappointed)
When he passes a ball- ooohhhhhhh
When he is running about his feet go- pitter, patter, pitter patter
When it’s getting to full time the whistle goes- whit wooooo
Can the children think of any more? As they make these actions then can do
actions pretending to be Harry. Concentrate with the children on how the move
their moves different with each sound. Look at a partner and watch how their
mouth moves!!

Oral	
  blending	
  and	
  segmen.ng	
  
	
  

Oral blending and segmenting occurs within Aspect 7 of Phase
one.

	
  

Oral blending and segmenting

Oral blending and segmenting occurs within Aspect 7 of Phase one.
Example activity within our Actiphons Programme
Explain to the children that because Billy is always bouncing a ball about he talks as if he’s hitting a ball. Show the
children an example by the teacher showing the children a bat and say Billy does not say bat he says b-a-t (pretend to
bounce a ball on the floor as you sound out the word) can all the children pretend to be Billy and sound out the word
and pretend to bounce a ball on the floor with each sound. Repeat with other simple CVC words e.g. cat, hat, pin, tin,
tap.

Importance of reading
•
•
•
•

All	
  stories,	
  myths	
  and	
  fables	
  help	
  children	
  to	
  grow	
  up	
  and	
  develop.	
  
Reading	
  allows	
  a	
  child	
  to	
  understand	
  what	
  he/she	
  has	
  read	
  and	
  to	
  relate	
  it	
  to	
  their	
  own	
  personal	
  
experiences.	
  
Reading	
  helps	
  to	
  enrich	
  and	
  develop	
  a	
  child’s	
  vocabulary.	
  
Reading	
  will	
  help	
  children	
  to	
  be	
  like	
  magpies	
  and	
  to	
  pinch	
  phrases	
  and	
  words	
  which	
  they	
  like	
  and	
  to	
  put	
  them	
  
into	
  their	
  own	
  wri?ng	
  when	
  they	
  begin	
  to	
  write.	
  	
  

Learning to read is learning to see
•
•
•

•
•

A child ‘reads’ his/her mothers/fathers face from the moment they
are born. A child looks at the features and facial expressions of
those around them and begins to react in an adequate manner.
Then a child begins to read objects around them. They observe,
recognise and begin to identify them getting them ready for the
next stage which is identifying objects within books.
At 6 months old a child acquires this iconic skill of being able to
know the difference between a real object and the image it
represents.
From this a child begins to picture read.
When starting school a child who has had lots of exposure to
picture books and making their own story up will begin to start
telling the story with accompanies a series of pictures within a
book.

Learning to read is
learning to see
•
•

A child listens to his/her parents voice and from these voices a
baby starts to build up his/her own voice and personal
language.
When someone sings or tells a story to a child, the child
discovers the poetic voice of the people around them and begins
to learn that this voice is very different from the everyday voice
which gives orders and information needed for every day life.
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Games to increase and enrich vocabulary
Objects in a bag- Feel an object in a bag and describe what it feels
like i.e. shape, texture and ask your child to guess what it is.
Bunny in a cup- Have 2 cups and a small bunny (toy). Place the
bunny in between the cups, on top of the cups etc. Now ask your
child to place the rabbit into different positions.
Photograph albums- Sit with your child and look through an
album which contains pictures of themselves and their family. Talk
about what and who they see in the pictures.

Things to remember to
help develop speech

• Ask open ended questions i.e. Do you want a drink? Instead ask
What would you like to drink?
• Give commentary about what you are doing to help children
understand cause and effect i.e. Mummy is going to turn on this
light so that we can see because it is getting very dark in here.
• Don’t repeat mis pronunciation, even if it is cute!!! i.e. Can I have
an ap ap? You should say of course you can have an apple.

Physical Activity
Here at the Actiphons we also believe that children should
engage in a more active education which in turn will help
to reduce the 1 in 3 children being classed as overweight
when leaving Primary School and the increase in Type 2
Diabetes.

The Actiphons will introduce the children to
numerous sporting activities which will inspire them
to get active with their families whilst refining their
Fine & Gross Motor Skills.

Physical development
Developing Physical Skills
All the characters within the Actiphon family have been created to embed the sound for
the children but to also allow them to take part in over 30 different types of physical
activities.
Children are all too often given the same games and the same equipment to use within
PE sessions and this programme allows them to use lots of different equipment which
they possibly have never had the opportunity to use and experience, which in turn will
motivate and inspire children to try alternative activities.

All the children will learn the FUNdamentals of each sport whilst
developing their ABC’s, as well as being given the chance to work as a
team and to also take part in healthy competition.
Through the unique and kinaesthetic approach to learning the individual
characters sport the children will also be developing their Gross and
Fine Motor Skills, key elements in physical development. These Motor
skills are actions that involve the movement of muscles in the body and
are defined as follows:

	
  

Gross Motor Skills

These are attained during infancy and early childhood as part of the child’s motor
development encompassing the abilities to stand up, walk, run and walk up stairs
all of which are supplemented and improved on each and every day throughout
childhood being constantly refined into their adulthood. These Gross Motor
movements derive from the bodies large muscle groups (arms, legs or feet) and
whole body movements developing in sequence from head to toe. 	
  

	
  
Balancing
Bouncing
Bending

Catching
Climbing
Crawling

Hanging
Hopping
Jumping

Kicking
Lifting
Pushing

Running
Rolling
Skipping

Stretching
Turning
Throwing

Fine Motor Skills

These motor skills are the small movements that occur in the hands, wrists, fingers, feet, toes,
lips and tongue. They are the smaller actions that occur such as picking up objects between the
thumb and finger, using a pencil to write carefully, holding a fork and using it to eat, and other
small muscle tasks that occur on a daily basis.
All the games and activities are designed in a specific manner making them transferable and
easily replicated for home learning. This will develop greater parent and child interaction
through simple activities whilst at the same time developing the child’s physical skills along with
educating both the parent and child’s phonic awareness.

Home Learning
Ball rolling, playing skittles, creating obstacle courses,
making dens, playing catch, exploring the outside space,
skipping & playing tag are all great ways to help
physical development in a fun and engaging way at
home.

In the Community
There are lots of activities taking place in your local Sure
Start Children’s Centers, Community Centers, Sports
Clubs etc which will help your child(ren) take their first
steps into Physical Activity or develop their Athletic
journey. Bikes rides, going to the park & walks all lead to
an active and healthy lifestyle.

Home Learning Resources

Help reinforce your child’s letters & sounds at home when reading
or practising their spellings. Use these fun & colourful stickers &
reward charts to motivate your child to learn.

Listen to your favourite Actiphons when on car journeys to
school or to the shops. These will help instill the sounds your
child will be learning at school covering Phases 1 to 5.

Use these small flash cards to
help your child remember their
letters & sounds and spell words
with the help of the Actiphons.

Add colour and
education to your
child’s bedroom with
these A1 Alphabet &
Phase Friezes.

To aid with first
steps of reading
try this finger
pointing song
book to play
with the Phase 1
CD.

Ask the Actiphons?

Questions

If you would like any more information please get in
touch with one of our team as we will be only to happy
to help.
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